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Tsujioka: Improper Remnant A-movement

Improper Remnant A-movement

Takae Tsujioka
Georgetown University

1.

Aim of the Paper

It has been noticed that the Proper Binding Condition (Fiengo 1977, Lasnik and Saito
1992 among others) faces empirical problems: some unbound traces seem to be tolerated
while others are not.

(1)

The Proper Binding Condition (pBC):
Traces must be bound.

To take a well-known case, the German examples in (2a) and (2b) are both analyzed to
contain an unbound trace. Surprisingly, (2a) is well-formed, but (2b) is not (Grewendorf
and Sabel 1994).
(2)

a.

b.

[ t1 Zu lesen h hat keiner [das Buch h t2 versucht
to read
has no-one the book
tried
'Noone has tried to read the book. '
*daB [ t1 zu lesen h [das Buch h keiner t2 versucht hat
to read
the book
no-one
tried
has
'Noone has tried to read the book. '

When Constituent A moves out of Constituent B, call A an antecedent, and B a remnant.
Example (2a) indicates that remnant movement over the antecedent is possible at least in
some cases, even though it results in creating an unbound trace. Muller (1998) makes the
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generalization on remnant movement as in (3).
(3)

Remnant XPs cannot undergo V-movement if the antecedent of the unbound trace
has also undergone V-movement. (p. 240)

He further proposes that it derives from the Unambiguous Domination constraint in (4).

(4)

a.

Unambiguous Domination constraint
In its chain domain, an a-trace must not be a-dominated (p. 271);

b.

Chain Domain:
The chain domain of a trace t is the set of categories (irreflexively)
included in the minimal node that dominates both t and its chain
antecedent. (p. 270)

Based on (3) and (4), the contrast between (2a) and (2b) is captured as follows: On one
hand, (2a) involves topicalization of the remnant infinitive, while the antecedent of the
unbound trace is due to a different type of movement, namely, scrambling. On the other
hand, in (2b) both the remnant infinitive and the antecedent are scrambled. Muller (1998)
assumes that in German the landing site of scrambling differs from that of topicalization:
in (2a) the antecedent is adjoined to VP but the remnant is moved to the Spec ofTP,
whereas in (2b) both the antecedent and the remnant are adjoined to!P. Consequently,
(2a) does not violate the Unambiguous Domination constraint, while (2b) does so.I
While Muller extensively cites cases of A' -remnant movement in support of the
Unambiguous Domination constraint, the question whether the constraint applies to
remnant movement that involves A-traces is left open. This is due to the fact that in a
configuration schematized in (5) remnant A-movement is independently ruled out by a
ban on super-raising.
(5)

*[IP [ ....tl ... ]2 ... UP YPI [I' ... t2 ...

Remnant A' -movement that contains an A-trace, on the other hand, is possible as in the
case of the VP topicalization in the passive construction.
(6)

[vp criticized t\ by his boss h Johnl has never been t2

Muller suggests that the constraint is not necessary to regulate remnant A-movement,
though the evidence from unbound traces of A-movement is fully compatible with the
Unambiguous Domination constraint. In this paper, however, I suggest that languages
like Japanese provide us with a test ground for the applicability of the Unambiguous
I
There have been several proposals which attempt to reduce the Unambiguous Domination
constraint to Relativized Minimality effect (Kitahara 1994, Fox 1995, Koizumi 1995, Muller 1998). In this
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/16
paper, however, I will sct aside the question whether such an approach is successful.
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Domination constraint to A-traces because we can construe a case of improper remnant
A-movement without incurring super-raising. I will argue that violation of the constraint
does indeed render remnant A-movement ungrammatical.
The relevant construction is a type of inalienable possession or part-whole
construction in Japanese discussed in Muromatsu (1997). The canonical word order of
this construction is such that the possessor or the " whole" noun phrase precedes the
. possessee or the "part" noun phrase. Scrambling of the possessee DP over the possessor
DP is not allowed. It is Scrambling in this context that I will argue to be a case of
improper remnant A-movement.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, I will first introduce
the relevant data in Japanese from Muromatsu (1997). After discussing Muromatsu's
account, I will point out some problems . In Section 3, I will present an alternative
proposal, and by doing so, I will cast the data in new light. In Section 4, I will discuss
whether the Unambiguous Domination constraint holds in Japanese at large. In Section 5,
I will argue that Muromatsu's data can be accounted for as a case of Unambiguous
Domination constraint violation. Finally, Section 6 serves as a summary and conclusion.
2.

Two Readings of the "Existentials"

Muromatsu observes that some of the so-called "existential" sentences such as (7) are
ambiguous between the locative reading and the inalienable possession or part-whole
reading. On one hand, the locative reading of (7a) is that the engine is physically located
in the car, possibly lying in the back seat of the car. On the other, the part-whole reading
is such that the engine is an integrative part of the car.

(7)

a.

b.

kuruma-ni
enzin-ga
ar-u
car-dat
engine-nom be-pres
(i) Locative: ' There is an engine (located) in the car.'
(ii) Part-whole: 'The car has an engine.'
herikoputaa-ni
puropera-ga ar-u
helicopter-dat
propeller-nom be-pres
(i) Locative: 'There is a propeller (located) in the helicopter.'
(ii) Part-whole: 'The helicopter has a propeller.'

Interestingly, Muromatsu notices that the observed ambiguity disappears in two contexts.
First, when the ni-phrase is topicalized, by replacing the ni particle with the topic particle
wa as in (8), only the part-whole reading is available.

(8)

a.

kuruma-wa
enzin-ga
ar-u
car-top
engine-nom be-pres
*(i) Locative: 'There is an engine (located) in the car.'
(ii) Part-whole: 'The car has an engine.'
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b.

herikoputaa-wa
puropera-ga ar-u
helicopter-top
propeller-nom be-pres
*(i) Locative: 'There is a propeller (located) in the helicopter.'
(ii) Part-whole: 'The helicopter has a propeller.'

Second, when the word order of the ni-phrase and the ga- phrase is reversed as in (9),
only the locative reading remains.
(9)

a.

b.

enzin-ga
kuruma-ni
ar-u
engine-nom car-dat
be-pres
(i) Locative: 'There is an engine (located) in the car.'
*(ii) Part-whole: 'The car has an engine.'
puropera-ga herikoputaa-ni
ar-u
propeller-nom helicopter-dat
be-pres
(i) 'There is a propeller (located) in the helicopter.'
*(ii) 'The helicopter has a propeller.'

Muromatsu proposes that the locative reading and the part-whole reading are
associated with two different small clause structures as in (lOa) and (lOb).
(10)

a.

Locative:

b.

Part-whole:

[kuruma ni]] ar-u
[sc enzin
In
be-pres
engtne
car
[enzin]]
[DP D [AGRP AGR [sc kuruma
engtne
car

ar-u
be-pres

In the locative, the locative PP kuruma ni 'in the car' serves as the predicate of the small
clause. In the part-whole, the predicate is the "part" noun phrase enzin 'engine'.
Following Szabolcsi (l983, 1994), Kayne (1993), and in particular, Hornstein et.
aI. (1994), Muromatsu explores the idea that clausal possessives take the structure of a
possessive DP as its core. In (lIb), the possessor DP kuruma 'car' raises to the Spec of
TP through the Spec ofDP. The successive head raising from Agro to DO to aru renders
the nominal domain open for extraction.
(11)

a.

b.

Locative:
ar-u
b'P kuruma2-ni [xp enzlnl-ga
car-In
engine-nom be-pres
Part-whole:
[TP kurumal-ni [xp enzin2-ga Agro+Do+ar-u [DP tl tD [AgrP t2 tAgr [sc tl t2]]]]]
car-dat
engine-nom
be-pres

The elaborate movement of the type Muromatsu posits in (lIb) can be overtly
observed in Hungarian (Szabolcsi 1983, 1994). Apart from the difference in word order,

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/16
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Hungarian clausal possessive closely resembles that of Japanese, Notice that the
possessor DP is marked dative in both languages, 2
(12)

Marl-nak;
van-nak
Marl-dat
be-3pl
'Mary has hats'

[DP ~

[pO 0]

[(N+I)P

t;

kalap-j a-i ]]]
hat-poss3sg-pl(-nom)
(Szabolcsi 1994:223)

In Hungarian possessive DPs, when the possessor follows the determiner it is marked
nominative, It can also be marked dative, but only when the possessor precedes the
determiner. Szabolcsi (1983, 1994) proposes that in this case the possessor moves to the
Spec ofDP as in (13b),
(13)

a,

[DP [no (a)]

b,

the
'Mary's hat'
[DP Mari-nak; [DO a]
Mary-dat
the
'Mary's hat'

[(N+I)P

Marl-0
Mary(-nom)
[(N+I)P

t;

kalap-ja]]
hat-poss3sg
kalap-ja]
hat-poss3sg

Szabolcsi (1994) argues that dative Case is licensed in the Spec ofDP in both the
possessive DP and the clausal possessive, In the clausal possessive, the possessor can be
moved from the Spec ofDP to the sentential subject position, taking its dative Case along
with it The structure of the possessive DP and clausal possessive minimally differs in
that the latter is complemented by the copula and sentential functional projections, With
Muromatsu, I assume that this parallelism between the nominal possessive and the
clausal possessive exists in Japanese as well,3
2
Notice that the Hungarian example is an expression of alienable, not inalienable possession,
Although Muromatsu's proposal in Japanese is restricted to the cases involving inalienable possession and
the so-called "inanimate" existential verb am 'be' (as opposed to the "animate" iru 'be'), I believe that the
parallelism between Hungarian and Japanese possessive sentences holds regardless of the type of
possession or the "animacy" of the verb, However, in this paper, I do not discuss different types of
possession expressions, See Kishimoto 2000 for an uniform treatment of possessive sentences in Japanese,
3
In Hungarian, the dative Case appears DP-internally (preceding the determiner), as well as DPexternally, This fact gives strong support to Szabolcsi's (1983, 1994) hypothesis that the dative Case of the
possessor is licensed in the Spec of DP, In contrast, dative Case never shows up in the nominal domain in
Japanese,
a,
(i)
Mary-no
boosi]
[op
Mary-gen
hat
'Mary's hates),
b,
boosi]
*[op Mary -ni
Mary-dat
hat
'Mary's hates)'
Within a noun phrase, the possessor always bears the so-called "genitive" particle no, If the Spec of DP
licenses the genitive Case, we are hard-pressed to explain why the dative Case particle shows up only in the
sentential possessive, and not within DP, However, there is good evidence that the particle no is not likely
to be a case particle, As is well-known, in Japanese, not only DPs but also PPs are obligatorily marked with
the particle no,
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 2001
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Returning to Muromatsu's structures, notice the status of the particle nj differs in
(1Ia) and (lIb): it is a postposition in the locative, dative Case in the part-whole.
Muromatsu argues that this distinction can explain why ambiguity disappears in the
context of topicalization . In Japanese, topicalized phrases are marked with the topic
marker wa. When wa is present, other particles originally present mayor may not remain
depending on their types. Muromatsu claims that there are three patterns: the nominative
Case maker ga and the accusative Case marker o must be dropped, postpositions must
remain before wa, and the dative Case marker nj can optionally be dropped. The cases of
postpositions and the dative Case marker nj are exemplified in (14a) and (14b).
(14)

a.

b.

kooen *(-ni)-wa
John-ga
asobi-ni it-ta
park(-to)-top
John-nom
play-to go-past
'To the park, John went to play.'
John(-ni)-wa eigo-ga
wakar-u
John(-dat)-top English-nom understand-pres
'Speaking of John, he understands English.'

The nj marker in the locative patterns with postpositions, whereas that in the possessive
patterns with the dative Case marker as shown in (1 Sa) and (lSb), respectively.
(15)

a.

b.

(ii)

Locative:
kuruma *(-ni)-wa
enzm-ga
car(-in )-top
engine-nom
'In the car, there is an engine.'
Part-whole:
kuruma(-ni)-wa
enzin-ga
car( -dat)-top
engine-nom
'Speaking of car, it has an engine.'

ar-u
be-pres

ar-u
be-pres

a.

John-no
tegami
John-gen
leuter
'John's letter' (John = possessor, agent)
b.
John-kara-no
tegami
leuter
John-fram-gen
'a letter from Jolm'
Murasugi and Saito (1990) propose the no insertion rule as follows.
13 no/[y
X_ZJ
(iii)
X=DPorPP
Y, Z = Nor D, or the projections of N or D.
The rule is merely a descriptive statement of the distribution of no and does not specify what syntactic
features no is spelling out. However, it is at least clear that no cannot be the spell-out of genitive Case
features because Case features are generally considered to be the properties of DPs, not of PPs.
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Thus, the sentences in (8), in which ni particle is dropped and replaced by wa, are
expected to have only the part-whole readings. Only in the structure of the part-whole ni
is a dative Case particle, and therefore, can be dropped.
Let us now tum to the second case of disambiguation. As shown in (9), when the
order of the possessor DP and the possessee DP are reversed, the part-whole reading
disappears. Muromatsu claims that the word order in (9) is not possible for the part-whole
structure because the possessee DP is a non-referable predicate, and therefore, cannot
move to the subject position. According to Muromatsu, it is specifically the subject
position to which the posses see DP cannot move. She points out that the possessee DP
can be topicalized and precedes the possessor DP as shown in (16).
(16)

a.

b.

enziO-wa
kuruma-ni
ar-u
engine-top
car-dat
be-pres
'Speaking of engines, they are what the cars have.'
puropera-wa herikoputaa-ni
ar-u
propeller-top helicopter-dat
be-pres
'Speaking of propellers, they are what the helicopters have. '

In other words, Muromatsu assumes an ill-formed structure in (17) for the unavailable
part-whole interpretations in (9). Notice that the possessee DP occupies the Spec ofTP.
(17)

*[11' enzinrga (xp kurumal-ni AgrP+DO+ar-u [op tl
engine-nom car-dat
be-pres

In support of her claim that the possessee DP serves as a predicate in a small
clause, Muromatsu claims that the posses see DP exhibits definiteness effect. For
. example, (18) shows that the posses see noun cannot accompany the demonstrative 50no
'that', and be definite.
(18)

a.

b.

ar-u
*kuruma-ni sono enzin-ga
be-pres
car-dat
that engine-nom
'The car has that engine.'
*herikoputaa-ni
sono puropera-ga
ar-u
helicopter-dat
that propeller-nom
be-pres
'The helicopter has that propeller.'

Following Hornstein et. aI . (1994), Muromatsu attributes the observed definiteness effect
to the underlying (small clause) predicate status of the nominative phrase.
However, Muromatsu's account of the unavailability of the part-whole readings in
(9) is problematic. First, the claim that the predicate DP never raises to the subject
position seems too strong in light of the predicate inversion construction as in (I9b)
(Moro 1997).
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 2001
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(19)

a.
b.

Our doctor is the biggest idiot in town.
The biggest idiot in town is our doctor.

Furthermore, there is another possible derivation for the ungrammatical partwhole sentences in (9) besides the one Muromatsu assumes . An application of
scrambling, which is prevalent in Japanese, should be able to place the possessee DP in
front of the possessor DP, without rendering the posses see DP the subject of the sentence.
That is, apart from the question whether the derivation in (14) is ill-formed, the derivation
in (20) should be possible, contrary to the fact. 4
(20)

[TP enzinrga [TP kurumal-ni [xp t2 AgrO+Do+ar-u [op tl to [AgrP t2 tAgr[SC tl t2]]]]]
I
scrambling
I

We conclude that Muromatsu's account for the second disambiguating context is not
sufficiently strong and fails to explain the iIl-formedness of (20).
3.

Thematic Approach

In this section, I will make a revised proposal for the structure of the part-whole
interpretation, which ties the unavailability of the part-whole reading in (9) to an unbound
trace created as a result of the movement of the possessee DP. Unlike Muromatsu who
assumes a small clause structure, I will take a relatively well-accepted view that
inalienably possessed nouns such as body parts, kinship terms, and part Ns internally
theta-license a possessor argument. s Taking this view, the structure and the derivation of
the part-whole expression is as in (21).
(21)

a.
b.

[TP [OP [AgrP [NP [op Possessor] Possessee] AgrO ] DO ]] ar-u ]
[TP [op Possessor-datJI [ OP tl [AgrP tl [ NP tl Possessee-nom] tAgr] to]
Agro+Do+ar-u]

The possessor DP is base-generated as an internal argument of the possessee noun and
undergoes successive movement out of the DP to the subject position . Following
Muromatsu, I assume that dative Case on the possessor DP is licensed in the Spec ofDP
when Agro raises to DO. Furthermore, I take nominative Case on the possessee DP to be
licensed by covert feature movement to T. Here I follow Ura' s (1999) proposal that (i)
the EPP feature of T is strong, but nominative Case feature is week in Japanese, and (ii)

4
Note incidentally that the raising of Agr and D should render the extraction of the part DP nonproblematic.
5
See Stockwell, Schachter, and Partee 1972, Abney 1987, Stowell 1989, Vergnaud and Zubizarreta
1992, Postma 1997, Espailol-Echevarria 1997, Alexiadou 2000, among many others for various arguments,
and also Ura 1996 for the motivation to adopt this hypothesis for Japanese.
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/16
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1's phi-feature checking may be executed independently of Case feature checking. In
(21), the EPP and phi-features of T are checked by the possessor DP before spell-out,
whereas the Case feature is checked by the covert raising of the nominative Case features
of the possessee DP.6
The most crucial part of the structure in (21) is that the possessee DP will
necessarily contain a trace of the possessor DP after the movement of the possessor DP to
the subject position. Given this analysis, the unavailability of the part-whole reading in
(9) can now be looked at in new light. As shown in (22), the movement of the possessee
DP over the possessor DP counts as a remnant movement, which is apparently
impossible.
(22)

*[TP [OP t) ~grp t) [NP Possessee-nomJ tAgrJ to J2 [TP [DP Possessor-datl) t2
Agro+Do+ar-u]J

The question is why (22) is impossible . We will see whether the Unambiguous
Domination constraint (Muller 1998) (discussed in Section 1) can explain the illforrnedness of (22), however, we must first see whether the constraint is applicable to
Japanese at large.
4.

Unambiguous Domination constraint in Japanese

The definition of the Unambiguous Domination constraint proposed by Muller (1998) is
repeated in (23).
(23)

a.

Unambiguous Domination constraint
In its chain domain, an a-trace must not be a-dominated (p ..27l);

b.

Chain Domain:
The chain domain of a trace t is the set of categories (irreflexively)
included in the minimal node that dominates both t and its chain
antecedent. (p. 270)

Muller (1998:264) suggests that the constraint is applicable in Japanese. Let us first
observe (24).

6

Recall that Muromatsu (\ 997) capitalized the fact that the possessee DP shows definiteness effect
as in (18), and claimed that it reflects the small predicate status of the possessee DP. Since the possessee
DP is no longer treated as a small clause predicate in my structure presented in (21), the observed
definiteness effect must be accounted for without recourse to the predicate status of the possessee DP. I
suggest that the definiteness effect is tied to the incorporation of D into the verb aru. Tsujioka (in
preparation) discuss this proposal in more detail. For a similar proposal on the semantic ground, see
Herburger 1997.
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 2001
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(24)

a.

b.

sono hon-01 John-ga [cp Mary-ga tl
that book-ace John-nom
Mary-nom
'John said that Mary read that book.'
*[cp Mary-ga tl
yanda to12 [DP sana hon-01
Mary-nom
read that
that book-ace
'John said that Mary read that book. '

[DP

yonda tal itta
read that said
John-ga t2 itta
John-nom said

In (24a) the object DP is scrambled out of the complement CP to the sentence initial
position. In (24b) the remnant complement CP is also scrambled to the sentence initial
position. Muller argues that that this remnant CP scrambling is excluded precisely
because of the Unambiguous Domination constraint violation: both the antecedent and
the remnant undergo scrambling (Muller 1998 :219 fn . 5).
The ill-formedness of (24b) was first noticed by Saito (1985) and had been
considered as a case of Proper Binding Condition violation. In order for us to see that
(24b) is ruled out by the Unambiguous Domination constraint per se, and not by the
Proper Binding Condition, we must also see a case of remnant movement that is wellformed. Such a case would be incorrectly ruled out by the Proper Binding Condition, but
not by the Unambiguous Domination constraint. Muller (1998) points to the examples in
(25). In (25a) the verb undergoes Across-the-Board raising out of the conjoined VPs
(Koizumi 1995). In (25b), the coordinated larger VP is scrambled.
(25)

a.

b.

Mary ga [vp John-ni ringo-o 2-tu ttl to [vp Bob-ni banana-o 3-bon tIl ageta
Mary-nom John-dat apple-ace 2-d and Bob-dat banana-ace 3-d gave
'Mary gave two apples to John and three bananas to Bob.'
[vp [vp John-ni ringo-o 2-tu ttl to [vp Bob-ni banana-o 3-bon tl112
John-dat apple-ace 2-d and
Bob-dat banana-ace 3-d
Nancy-ga [cp Mary-ga t2 agetat to 1 omotteiru
Nancy-nom Mary-nom gave that believe
'Nancy believes that Mary gave two apples to John and three bananas to
Bob.'

The grammaticality of (25b) suggests that despite the presence of the unbound trace of
the verb, the remnant VP scrambling is possible. Muller argues that (25b) respects the
Unambiguous Domination constraint because the position of the antecedent and the
landing site of the moved remnant are not identical.
Similarly, Kurafuji (1995), as cited in Yatsushiro (1999), argues that the
difference between (26b) and (27b) can be explained in terms of the different landing
sites of the moved remnant small dause.
(26)

a.

hop

biyoosi-ga
[op Mary-oh [sc tl kirei-ni)
sita)
beautician-nom
Mary-ace
beautiful-copula did
'The beautician made Mary pretty.'

https://scholarworks.umass.edu/nels/vol31/iss2/16
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b.

(27)

a.

b.

kirei-nih bop biyoosi-ga
[op Mary-o]\ t2 sita]]
beautiful
beautician-nom
Mary-acc
did
'The beautician made Mary pretty.'
[TP biyoosi-ga
[op Mary-o]\ [se t\ totemo kirei-ni]
sita]
beautician-nom
Mary-acc
very beautiful-copula did
'The beautician made Mary very pretty.'
[ep [se t\ donna-ni kirei-ni]2 [TP biyoosi-ga [op Mary-oll t2 sita] no]
how-much beautiful
beautician-nom Mary-acc
did Q
'How beautiful did the beautitician make Mary?'

The subject of the small clause Mary-o 'Mary-acc' is scrambled out of the small clause in
both cases. In (26b), the remnant smail clause is also scrambled to the sentence initial
position. In contrast, in (27b) the remnant small clause, being a wh-phrase, can be
analyzed to be raised to Spec of CP, extending Takahashi (1993) that scrambling of a whphrase counts as wh-movement. Thus, the ungrammaticaIity of (26b) on one hand, and
the grammaticality of (27b) on the other can be accounted for by the Unambiguous
Domination constraint: the constraint is violated in (26b), but respected in (27b).
In sum, the data in (24)-(27) seem to point us to the conclusion that the
Unambiguous Domination constraint holds in Japanese, too.
5.

Scrambling and Multiple Specifiers

Let us now come back to (22) repeated below as (28).
(28)

*[TP [ op t\ [AgrP t\ [ NP Possessee-nom] tAgr] to h [TP [op Possessor-dat]\ t2
AgrP+Do+ar-u]]

At first glance, this seems to constitute a counterexample to MUlier's Unambiguous
Domination constraint. The derivation in (28) (= 22) should satisfy the constraint: the
remnant DP undergoes scrambling, whereas the unbound trace is an A-trace. It may
appear that we are forced to conclude that the constraint does not regulate remnant
movement containing A-traces and such movement is always banned for some other
reason. However, the English data in (6) repeated below as (29) suggests that remnant
movement containing an A-trace does not result in ungrammaticality and is in fact
compatible with the Unambiguous Domination constraint.
(29)

[vp Criticized t\ by his boss h John\ has never been t2

Having seen that the Unambiguous Domination constraint is in general applicable to
Japanese in Section 4, the iII-formedness of(28) (= 22) is a puzzle.
I argue, however, that the problem is only apparent when we consider the nature
of the scrambling operation involved in (28) (= 22). The scrambling of the possessee DP
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to the pre-subject position is a clause internal, local scrambling. Traditionally, this type of
local scrambling is considered as an adjunction to IP. Saito (1992, 1994) have argued that
this local IP-scrambling shows both A- and A' -properties based on familiar diagnostics
such as anaphoric binding, weak crossover effect, and reconstructability. The relevant
data are given in (30)-(32).
On one hand, the English examples in (30) show that only A-moved, but not A'moved elements can introduce anaphoric binding relations.
(30)

a.
b.

The menj seem to each otherj [tj to be nice].
*The guestSj, each otheri's dance partners criticized tj

(raising)
(topicalization)

Local IP-scrambling in Japanese is said to have A-movement property because the
scrambled phrase can be the antecedent of a reflexive as shown in (31 b).
(31)

a.

b.

*otagaij-no
sensei-ga
karera;-o
each.other-gen teacher-nom they-ace
'Each otherj' s teacher criticized themj.'
otagaij-no
sensei ga
?kareraj-o
each.other-gen teacher-nom they-acc
'Each otherj's teacher criticized themj.'

hihansita (koto)
criticized fact
tj

hihansita (koto)
criticized fact
(Saito 1992:74)

An A-property of local IP-scrambling is also observed in the data concerning weak
crossover effects. Weak crossover effects occur when an element A'-binds both a trace
and a pronoun that is co-indexed with the trace but does not c-command the trace. In
(32a), the covert raising of the wh-phrase induces weak crossover effect. However,
scrambling of the wh-phrase in (32b) seems to lift the weak crossover violation,
suggesting that scrambling puts the wh-phrase in an A-position.
(32)

a.

b.

?*soitu;-no
hahaoya-ga
the guy-gen mother-nom
'Hisj mother loves whoj?'
?dare,-o
soituj-no
who-acc
the guy-gen
'Hisj mother loves whoj?'

dare;-o
who-ace

aisiteiru no?
Q
love

hahaoya-ga
mother-nom

tj

aisiteiru no?
Q
love
(Saito 1992:73)

On the other hand, the fact that the scrambled element seems to be eligible for
reconstruction (= 33b) is taken as an indication of A' -property.
(33)

a.

karera;-ga
otagaij-o
hihansita (koto)
they-nom
each.other-acc criticized fact
'They criticized each other.'
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b.

tj
otagaij-o
karera;-ga
each.other-ace they-nom
'They criticized each other.'

hi hansita (koto)
criticized fact
(Saito 1994:285)

It was concluded that the A-binding test and the weak crossover test point to the A-nature
of local scrambling in Japanese, whereas the reconstructability test suggests that it also
exhibits an A'-property.
More recently, however, Grewendorf and Sabel (1999) propose that local
scrambling in Japanese is an A-movement into a Spec of AgrP given the parametric
possibility in the language to allow multiple specifiers (as proposed by Ura 1996).
(34)

Scrambling Generalization
A scrambling language allows A-scrambling as well as scrambling out of finite
clauses iff multiple Agr-specifiers are licensed in the language.

They argue that among the traditional diagnostics, only A-binding provides conclusive
evidence because other tests face empirical problems with the generalizations associated
with them. For example, reconstructability associated with the A' -property is questioned
because a similar effect can be obtained in a configuration that involves a prototypical Amovement.
(35)

a.
b.

Pictures of himself; [[VP [please t] Johnj].
Each other;'s pictures seem to the menj [IP t'to be t the most beautiful].
(Grewendorfand Sabel 1999:13)

In (35a) and (35b), Principle A is not violated even though the A-moved anaphors are no
longer c-commanded by their antecedents.
Assuming Grewendorf and Sabel are on the right track, we now have an account
of (28) (= 22). The ungrammaticality of (28) (= 22) follows because the antecedent, that
is, the possessor DP, and the remnant, that is, the posses see DP, undergo the same type of
movement, namely, A-movement into the Spec of AgrP 7 In other words, (28) (= 22)
constitutes a case of remnant A-movement that violates the Unambiguous Domination
constraint. Importantly for our purpose, unlike other cases of "remnant A-movement" (cf.
(5) in Section 1), (28) (= 22) would not be ruled out by a ban on super-raising, because in
this case the antecedent and the remnant target (multiple) specifiers of the same
functional head.
Recall that Muromatsu observed that the topicalization of the possessee DP is
allowed in (16) repeated below as (36).

7

Alternatively, the Spec ofTPinanAgr-lesstheory (e.g., Chomsky 1995, 1998).
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(36)

a.

b.

enztn-wa
kuruma-ni
ar-u
engine-top
car-dat
be-pres
'Speaking of engines, they are what the cars have.'
puropera-wa herikoputaa-ni
ar-u
propeller-top helicopter-dat
be-pres
'Speaking of propellers, they are what the helicopters have.'

The well-formedness of (36) (= 16) is also expected in our account because the
antecedent and the remnant undergo different types of movement in this case, namely, Amovement and topicalization, respecting the Unambiguous Domination constraint.
It must be pointed out that when the possessor DP is marked with adverbial
particles such as wa and mo as in (37a) and (37b), the possessee DP can precede the
possessor DP.
(37)

a.

b.

enzm-ga
kuruma-ni-wa
ar-u
engine-nom car-dat-contrastive
be-pres
(i) Locative: 'There are engines (located) in the CARS (but not elsewhere)
(ii) Par-whole: 'CARS (but not other things) have engines.'
enzin-ga
kuruma-ni-mo
am
engine-nom car-dat-also
be-pres
(i) Locative: 'There are engines (located) in the cars, too.'
(ii) Part-whole: ' Cars too have engines.'

Although the detailed analysis of(37) is subject to further investigation, I suggest that the
possessor DPs in these cases are arguably in a position different from the canonical
subject position, circumventing the Unambiguous Domination constraint violation.
Finally, a similar pattern can be observed for a different type of inalienable
possession such as social relation in (38).
(38)

syatyoo-ni
hisyo-ga
i-ru
president-dat secretary-nom be-pres
'The president has a secretary.'

Scrambling of the possessee DP over the possessor DP is banned as shown in (39a),
while topicalization is possible as in (39b).
(39)

a.

b.

*hisyo-ga
syatyoo-ni
l-ru
secretary-nom president-dat be-pres
'The president has a secretary.'
hisyo-wa
syatyoo-ni
i-ru
secretary-top president-dat be-pres
'Speaking of secretaries, they are who the president has.'
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Parallel to (37), the presence of adverbial particles such as wa and mo save the
scrambling sentence.
(40)

a.

b.

hisyo-ga
syatyoo-ni-wa
J-rU
secretary-top president-dat-contrastive
be-pres
'PRESIDENTS (but not others) have a secretary.'
hisyo-ga
syatyoo-ni-mo
i-ru
secretary-top president-dat-also
be-pres
'PRESIDENTS (but not others) have a secretary.'
'Presents too have a secretary.'

The data in (39) and (40) can be accounted for by the Unambiguous Domination
constraint as well.
To sum up, I have revised Muromatsu's structure for the part-whole expression
according to the widely accepted hypothesis that inalienably possessed nouns such as part
nouns internally theta-license their possessors. Following Szabolcsi (1983, 1994) and
Kayne (1993) among many others, the possessor DP is analyzed to raise to the subject
position, Spec of AgrPrrp. This movement creates an A-trace inside the posses see DP.
The subsequent movement of the posses see DP over the possessor DP counts as a case of
remnant movement. Assuming that local scrambling in Japanese is an A-movement into
the Spec of Agr/TP, the impossibility of the scrambling (in contrast to topicalization) of
the possessee DP over the possessor DP is expected by the Unambiguous Domination
constraint.
6.

Conclusion

In this paper, I have suggested that languages like Japanese provide us with a test ground
for the applicability of the Unambiguous Domination constraint to A-traces. If
Grewendorf and Sabel (1999) is right, Japanese is one of the (probably) few languages in
which we can actually "detect" the copy of A-movement utilizing the Unambiguous
Domination constraint. This is because we can construe a case of improper remnant Amovement without incurring super-raising . In the relevant inalienable possession
construction, both the possessor DP (= antecedent) and the possessee DP (= remnant) are
analyzed to undergo A-movement into the Spec of AgrPITP given the parametric
possibility of multiple specifiers in Japanese. Crucially, they undergo movement of the
same type, resulting in a violation of the Unambiguous Domination constraint,
furthermore, this movement is solely excluded by the Unambiguous Domination
constraint, without recourse to the ban on super-raising.
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